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Use of Force Policy for RIGHT RESPONSE®
RIGHT RESPONSE: A Proactive Focus on Prevention & Safety
The RIGHT RESPONSE is proactive, holistic, and immediately effective.
The philosophy of RIGHT RESPONSE focuses on a proactive approach to
managing disruptive and/or assaultive behavior, featuring a holistic outlook to
prevent future crisis.
The three guiding principles of this philosophy are:
• The intervention must meet the needs of our client.
• We must constantly reflect respect on the client.
• The safety of everyone in the environment is our highest priority.

©

SAFETY
During the use of necessary and reasonable force, a person’s body is forcibly being prevented from
moving freely. The person's struggle against the hold and the force we exert to maintain the physical
intervention can combine to cause serious injury. Whenever possible, resolve crises without the use of
force (physical intervention.)
The maintenance of safety is the only reason for initiating a therapeutic hold. It is our intention that
everyone remains safe: the assaultive person, peers, family, educators, support people, and the
community.

Characteristics of RIGHT RESPONSE® Physical Interventions:
ü Non-aversive: no pressure points or hyperextension
ü Balance, leverage, momentum instead of force
ü Works within height/weight limitations

ü Minimizes liabilities for injury or lawsuit
ü Maximizes safety for everyone
ü Maximizes professional relationships

Principles of Safety:
q
q
q
q
q

Perform movements exactly as taught to reduce the chance of injury.
Practice the techniques on a regular basis to maintain skill and ensure effectiveness.
Stay in shape physically, mentally, and emotionally.
Physical intervention does increase the risk of injury, no matter how skilled you might be.
Monitor vital signs, watching for irregular breathing, pressure on joints, or restricting circulation.

Ethical Considerations
Ethics is the skill of deciding between right and wrong. We need to decide when it is necessary and
appropriate to initiate physical interventions. We must always balance the individual's rights and needs
with the safety needs of the individual and others around them. When balancing Safety with the person's
Rights & Needs, three different things impact our decision-making:
ü Appropriate level of response
ü Maintenance of personal dignity
ü Adherence to regulations
Advancing the potential of our communities, customers, and ourselves through exceptional service
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The RIGHT RESPONSE philosophy regarding the use of force ensures that we communicate our regard
for the individual and for ourselves at all times. We teach individuals that unsafe ways of meeting their
needs are never acceptable and that we will, even in our intervention, place the highest priority on safety.
1. Physical intervention techniques should only be used as a last resort to maintain safety when
nonphysical de-escalation strategies fail to maintain safety. Ethical and safety considerations must
be made when escorting or holding individuals. This is critical for you to manage your liabilities.
2. We must choose interventions only as intrusive as necessary to adequately protect people. We
must balance safety with the risk of the person's current actions. Additionally, our risk of
escalating the crisis or injuring someone increases with intrusiveness.
3. If you pre-plan to use a therapeutic physical intervention, it must be part of, or a supplement to, an
approved plan. This ensures the presence of informed consent and adherence to regulation.
4. Prior to being allowed to use physical intervention, staff must receive RIGHT RESPONSE
training.
5. After a physical intervention is used, you must document its use.

APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF RESPONSE
It is important that we choose the proper level of response when dealing with a
crisis. When we use an improper level of response, we create risk for the
people we are supporting and for ourselves.
We must choose interventions only as intrusive as needed to adequately protect
people. We must balance safety with the risk of the person's current actions.

Additionally, our risk of escalating the crisis or injuring someone increases
with intrusiveness.

Use of Excessive Force Should Be Avoided:
q Use the least intrusive intervention necessary to ensure safety.
q Property damage should be prevented when the damage itself will create additional safety hazards.
q Always refer to the behavior plan to ensure that the appropriate intervention for the person is used and that
it is used consistently.
q Continue your verbal and nonverbal de-escalation skills while using physical intervention.

DIGNITY
The use of force can actually increase the anxiety, fear, frustration, or anger which initially caused the crisis.
Actions, emotions, and physiological responses may all contribute to a loss of dignity for the person requiring an
intervention. We must work to ensure that the person's dignity is maintained as much as is possible.

Guidelines for Maximizing Dignity During Crisis:
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Tell the person what you are doing at all times, preferably before you do it.
Conduct yourself so as to avoid or minimize the possibility of accidentally touching private areas.
Tell the person exactly why the hold is being done.
Speak in a calm voice; use polite, appropriate, and respectful words and voice tone.
Always respect the individual's history and cultural background.
Tell the person what they must do before you can release the hold.
When a hold is being done on an abuse survivor, avoid postures that are similar to the abuse.
Cultural considerations must be made to insure individuals or groups are not unfairly targeted by

prejudice.
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ADHERENCE TO REGULATIONS
You need to be aware that there are regulations governing our interactions and services. Regulations regarding the
use of force and therapeutic physical interventions are designed to ensure that the rights of the individual are
protected. They are also designed so that everyone is kept safe.
You must become familiar with the regulations that govern your work. Failure to follow these regulations,
knowingly or unknowingly, may result in liability.

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
All personnel who risk exposure to crisis or physical assault must receive regular training. Additionally,
supervisory staff should also attend the training in order to ensure proper supervision of staff within
established guidelines. Staff assigned to individuals with specific, planned intervention must receive
training and regular practice.
Those acceptably finishing a complete RIGHT RESPONSE training by a certified instructor will receive a
certificate valid for one to two years. Attendees are expected to review, practice and implement the
strategies taught in RIGHT RESPONSE, particularly prevention strategies and physical interventions
which are likely to be needed.
Attendees may attend a special Re-certification seminar at the end of their certification period (a 3 month
grace period is allowed.)

DEBRIEFING PROCEDURES: POSTVENTION
Crisis provides a learning opportunity for everyone involved. The proactive approach to crisis
understanding and response includes analysis and follow-up to prevent future crises. When individuals do
not take the time to assess and understand incidents, they are less likely recognize effective strategies and
more likely to continue the use of ineffective strategies.

Post-Crisis Teaching
The purpose of post-crisis teaching is to help the person in crisis learn from the crisis. Our role is to teach
the person in crisis about themselves and how to better manage their emotions and problems, so that the
crisis is less likely to reoccur. Post-crisis teaching is a non-judgmental process and the key is that we tune
into the specific needs of the individual.

Post-Crisis Learning
Post-crisis learning allows us, as individuals and as teams, to assess our response to the crisis in order to
learn what we were doing well. The process will also help us to make plans to change any of our
potentially ineffective thinking, verbal re-sponses, and behavior responses.

Documentation
Documentation is a way to keep the important details of a situation in order to build an ongoing record.
Documentation allows us to communicate the needs of the individual and provide positive behavior
support.
The type of documentation may vary, but the need for clear and accurate reporting is constant. Others
who were not present at the time of the crisis should be able to read your documentation and form an
accurate mental picture of what occurred.
Clear and accurate documentation of a crisis situation is the most important legal record concerning the
incident. Thorough and complete documentation is needed to provide information at a later date as well as
demonstrating the need for intervention. If an incident is followed up, it may not happen for many months
in the future and you may have forgotten many important facts. Documentation can play a significant role
in reducing liability.
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RIGHT RESPONSE™ Physical Intervention Inventory
The following techniques are available for instruction in RIGHT RESPONSE:

Self-Protection
q Basic Safety Position
q Basic Safety Movements
q Avoidance of Blows or Kicks
q Repelling
q Self-Protection from Blows or Kicks
q Non-Aversive Releases
ü Pinches
ü Grabs
ü Scratches
ü Bites
ü Hair Pulls
ü Body Grabs
ü Chokes
Escorts
q Midsection Clothing Control
q Hip Control
q 1 person, 1 arm
q 1 person, cross arm
q 2 person rear
q 2 person front
q 3 person rear
Holds
q Standing Holds
ü 1 person options
ü 2 person options
ü 3 person options
q Seated Holds
ü 1 person chair options
ü 2 person chair options
ü 2 person couch hold
(39 specific interventions typically taught in
Advanced Workshop.)

Toolkit (teach as needed with authorization)
q 2-Person Small Child Escort
q Seated on the Floor
ü 1 person kneeling options
ü 1 person seated options
q Holds for Small Children
ü Child standing options
ü Child seated options
q Wall Hold
ü 2 person wall hold options
ü 3 person wall hold options
q Floor Hold
ü 1 person floor hold options
ü 2 person floor hold options
ü 3 person floor hold options
q Use of Shields
ü Use of Soft shields
ü Use of Hard shields
q Protection from Handheld Weapons
q Exclusionary Time Out
ü Time out rooms
ü Seclusion
q Use of Mechanical restraints
! Not taught in RIGHT RESPONSE training (in
favor of less intrusive and less risky alternatives.)
Consult your specific regulations regarding the
use of these techniques.
X Chemical restraints
û Pepper spray
û Sedatives
X Electroshock devices
û Taser
û Electric shock prods
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